Video recording is an important tool, not only for the visual instruction of students, patients, and patients' families, but also for diagnosis, given the ability to play back the recorded video for review. Videostroboscopy and fi beroptic endoscopy are two examples of video use in the clinic that allow slow playback and frame freezes to identify pathology that may appear and disappear in the blink of an eye. Th is is especially benefi cial when one is dealing with wiggling, uncooperative children.
In the operating room, video magnifi cation of the surgical site is commonly used during endoscopic sinus surgery and otologic surgery, as well as microdirect laryngoscopy during vocal fold work. Unfortunately, such video use has been lacking in a number of areas, including nasal surgery (septoplasty and rhinoplasty), thyroidectomy, parotidectomy, etc.
Otolaryngology residents are oft en frustrated by being unable to see what the attending physician is seeing when performing a surgical procedure such as septoplasty. Likewise, the attending can be frustrated by being unable to see exactly what a resident is doing when performing this same procedure. Th e same is true for nerve dissection during parotid and thyroid surgeries, given the limited surgical fi eld.
Very few video recording systems are available that enable a surgeon to record a procedure from the surgeon's exact viewpoint. Such systems currently on the market cost close to $10,000.
Low-cost alternative
Fortunately, a number of much cheaper camcorder systems are available in the consumer market, including the Contour HD (Contour; Seattle, Wash.), Drift Innovation camcorders (Drift Innovation, London, UK), and the GoPro HD (Woodman Labs, Inc.; Half Moon Bay, Calif.), which cost around $300 (or less) and are designed to be attached to headgear. Th ese camcorders (originally meant for use in the fi rst-person recording of athletic exploits) are constructed to be compact, to record in high defi nition directly onto memory cards, and to allow easy transfer of recordings to a PC or Macintosh desktop computer for playback.
Drawbacks
Disadvantages of these systems include an inability to watch the recorded video in real time; it can only be watched when played back. Also, these camera systems utilize a fi xed-focus lens, which is problematic because the focal length is set at 500 mm to infi nity. Since most surgical fi elds are approximately 400 mm from the eye ("comfortable reading distance"-i.e., the distance from eye to surgical fi eld), recording surgical procedures without camera modifi cations produces blurry video images. Finally, the cameras record wide-angle shots, whereas surgical fi elds require magnifi ed narrow-angle shots.
Modifi cations to overcome the drawbacks
To address most of the shortcomings described above, the fi rst author (C.Y.C.) modifi ed the Contour HD us- Figure 1 . Photo shows the camera system aft er modifi cation. A: 37-mm lens adapter ring; B: 2× titanium telephoto lens,37-mm; C: +4.00 diopter lens (standard). VIDEO ing off -the-shelf parts to allow magnifi ed narrow-angle shots of the surgical fi eld (fi gure 1). Of the three camera systems, the Contour HD's hardware is the most easily customizable and therefore was selected for modifi cation.
To modify the lens, a 37-mm lens adapter ring was purchased (VholdR 3400 Lens Kit; Contour). Aft er installation of the adapter ring, a 37-mm, 2× telephoto lens was connected to provide a magnifi ed view of the surgical fi eld.
Appropriate focus was achieved by placing a +4.00 Figure 2. Shown are images with no digital enhancement, recorded 400 mm from the camera lens and centered on line "K Z V D C. " Th e eye chart is on a standard 8.5 × 11" paper. A: Th is image was recorded without the telephoto lens or the +4.00 diopter lens. B: Th is image was recorded with the 2× telephoto lens, but without the +4.00 diopter lens. C: Th is image was recorded using both the 2× telephoto lens and the +4.00 diopter lens. Note that although the focus is not too bad without modifi cation in image A, it is magnifi ed within a narrow angle and in greater focus in image C. diopter corrective lens on the telephoto lens. It should be noted that diff erent surgeons may have diff erent "comfortable reading distances, " but any focus problems resulting from this variance can be adjusted by changing the diopter lens strength. Customized diopter-strength lenses can be obtained at any optician's offi ce aft er determining the exact strength by using trial lenses to achieve focus for a given distance; however, standard diopter-strength lenses of +1.00, +2.00, and +4.00 are available commercially at a greatly reduced cost. Figure 2 , A, shows an image recorded before the camera was modifi ed, and fi gures 2, B and C, show images recorded aft er the modifi cations were made. In fi gure 3, the fi rst author is shown wearing the modifi ed Contour HD camera.
Th e total cost for the camera and modifi cations (based on an Amazon.com search in January 2011) is approximately $319 (table). Given the cost savings, this off -the-shelf system is certainly worth considering. 
